When I say.....ACRYLIC you think strong,
When I say..... GEL you think flexible?
Right ?
Let me explain;
T.E.N’s HybriDuo is the process of combining our gel with our acrylic. These two components of TEN,
gel & acrylic, create a unique hybrid blend together.
This works because our polymer is a poly pure polymer. The two products (gel & acrylic) are from the
same chemical makeup which allows them to bind together. Because of the smaller poly particles in
our powders it can blend and link up for unmatched strength with the ultimate flexibility of the science
of Poly.
Why would you use the Hybriduo system?
Each client is unique and requires customization to their personal nail enhancement. As we know,
flexibility, typically found in gels, are perfect for some clients but others may require more stiffness
(referred to as strength) than the gel is able to provide. Why? because of the clients lifestyle and use
of their hands.
Everyone is different and therefore some clients prefer acrylic over gel or vice versa.
For a lot of customers and techs you hear, “gel is the best” while others swear by wearing Acrylic only.
Why is that?
Our research through clients and nail techs, has concluded non other than personalization! Gel gives
a client a unique amount of flexibility, while acrylic clients have a stiffer not so flexible nail, but with
T.E.N’s HyrbriDuo technique we have a product that will give you both flexibility and stiffness that is
customize-able to your clients needs.
Odorless & flexible like gel, strength & stiffness of acrylic and work ability that can be customized – its
PERFECTION!
***Of course, we must all understand the importance of correct structure in an enhancement such as
the c-curve and apex. It is of the utmost importance to a quality nail enhancement whether it be acrylic
or gel.
APPLICATION;
•

Two options:
o Pick up gel with your brush dip in acrylic and apply to nail plate
o Or mix on a palette. Gel and acrylic ratio is a mix of acrylic to the gel 50% /50%
acrylic.
▪ this can also be added to TENs Brite White Gel to make it not so move-able.
▪ use a bit of white, Natural pigment acrylic & gel for the perfect poly gel Baby
Boomer mix

•

Customize a Hybriduo mix.
o Add colour into your mix and make the perfect sculpting or building product.
o Use like an acrylic technique. For a slip solution use 99% alcohol.

